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ACT 1

1.  Prologue [Score]

2.  Under Venetian Skies

3.  To the Courtyard [Score]

4.  Go and See the World

5. “Too Much Like Your Mother” [Score]

6. See Her Again

7. Ottoman Meeting [Score]
8. The Carnival Way

9. Meeting Domani [Score]
10. Madame Domani’s Prophecy
11. Leaving Domani/“Farewell” [Score]
12. In a Single Moment
13. “Until Next Time” [Score]
14. The Battle [Score]

ACT 2

15. A Year Later [Score]

16. The Shop [Score]
17. We’re The Ottomans
18. “It’s Elena” [Score]
19. Tailor-Made

20. In A Single Moment - Reprise
21. New Orders [Score]
22. The Masquerade, Part 1 [Score]

23. The Masquerade, Part 2 [Score]

24. The Next Morning [Score]

25. Go And See The World - Reprise
26. Poor Negotiations [Score]

27. Leandros’ Lament
28. Packing [Score]

29. Leandros’ Lament - Reprise
30. Luca Finds Out [Score]
31. What’s in a Memory?
32. A Race Against Time [Score]
33. The Prophecy Fulfilled [Score]
34. Finale [Score]
35. Curtain Call [Score]
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COMPOSER’S NOTE
      From its initial inception in 2017 as a staged workshop, I never expected Mascherato to reach this 
point. Not that I didn’t believe in the material or the quality (quite the opposite!), but just because the 
years following the workshop would yield a myriad of roadblocks, hundreds of unanswered emails and 
letters, numerous dropped appointments, and a seeming lack of enthusiasm from those in a position to 
move the show forward.
      At a certain point in 2019, I reached the decision that something must be done. I believed that the 
work both James and I had completed deserved to see the light of day, even if it meant an enormous 
undertaking, both logistically and financially.
      Thus the idea of a recording was born! The idea would be the complete score and modified script, 
allowing listeners unfamiliar with the story to listen from beginning-to-end and have a fulfilling, engag-
ing, and cathartic experience. The difficulty here was, of course, not having a stage or visuals to stimulate 
the imagination.
      I approached James with the idea of treating this like a radio drama in structure, with a reduced script 
and narration to fill in the gaps. He started modifying his initial script right away, adding in descriptive 
passages to fill in the visual gaps that would emerge from a purely auditory experience.
      While James was hard at work, I had much to do on my end in the form of underscore, as well 
as adding additional songs. Instinctively, I knew that most of the dialogue should be underscored to 
augment the atmosphere created by the dialogue as well as keeping the listener engaged. If you have 
too much dialogue on its own, there is a danger of the energy of the scene dwindling regardless of how 
convincing the acting would be, again because of the lack of visuals and also the comparative emotional 
lull after songs.
      When I first wrote out the synopsis for Mascherato, I knew that whatever music followed would have 
to replicate the colorful vibrancy of 18th century Venice, a time and place where anything (and every-
thing) could happen. I desperately wanted to give the show its own voice – melodically, harmonically, 
and especially in the orchestration. I had to somehow replicate the grandiosity of the architecture, the 
mystery and magic of the winding alleyways, the feeling of love and loss, and generate a sense of hope 
that anything can change in a single moment.
      James and I have put our hearts and souls into this show and I sincerely hope you enjoy what we’ve 
done. It is our wish that you too will feel the magic, mystery, and wonder and join us on this grand 
adventure, under Venetian skies.

–  Michael Elderkin



BOOK WRITER’S NOTE
      Mascherato’s journey has been a long one, too long in fact to go into here. What I will say, however, 
is if you are reading this, then you are helping us take our biggest step thus far. Whilst I won’t go into all 
the details, it was a long time before Michael and I decided to take the show down this route. Not that the 
choice was a difficult one; after all, we wanted to bring the show to as many people as possible, and at its 
highest quality. What gave us pause for thought was that, from a logistical viewpoint, making a recording 
is almost as big of a mountain as getting the show staged. But you don’t enter this business without a bit 
of derring-do. So, relishing this new challenge, we set to work. 
      When we resolved ourselves to focus on this endeavour, one of the first challenges we faced was 
adapting what we had then, into what we present you now. At least, it was a challenge for me, the writer. 
We knew the piece had to be shorter (for boring logistical reasons) so, my biggest job was to decide what 
we could keep, and what we were going to cut. When trimming, I had several things to consider: would 
the story make sense without it? Would the characters make sense without it? And, most importantly, 
would it fit with the music? I hope that what we’ve ended up with does justice to Michael’s story, whilst 
also instilling in you, our audience, a desire to know more. In order to balance this list, a certain tool 
needed to be introduced.

      One of the biggest changes we’ve made for the recording, is the introduction of a narrator. We’ve 
always intended Mascherato to be an incredibly visual show; from the wondrous delights of the carnival, 
to the sweeping waltzes, and the incredible battle scenes. And, as we didn’t want to lose the sense of awe 
and wonder achieved through seeing a staged production, we needed a stand-in for the audience’s eyes. 
The narrator acts as a guide for the audience, taking you through the streets and the carnival in a way that, 
complimented by the music, evokes all the wonder of a staged production. 
      We hope that, although we’re presenting you with a somewhat abridged version of the production, 
you will still immensely enjoy it. And, with any luck, it will instil in you an insatiable desire to see the full, 
uncut show brought to life on stage. 

–  James Willett



SYNOPSIS
ACT 1
      In the heart of Venice’s San Marco square, the famous carnival is underway. Elena, the daughter 
of General Attilio, arrives for the first time since she was a young child. Her father, reluctant to let 
her go, insists that she is accompanied by one of his soldiers. Luca, a young apprentice to stall-hold-
er, Timeo, spots Elena in the crowd and is immediately besotted. Upon approaching her, he offers 
to show her the sights of the carnival. She agrees, but only if he first rids her of the soldier. With 
great ease, Luca achieves this, and the pair escape together into the festivities. (Under Venetian Skies)
      
             As the pair wander the streets of Venice, Elena tells of how, when she was younger, she used to 
visit the carnival with her mother. But, upon her mother’s death, Attilio became evermore protective of 
his daughter, forbidding her to venture out to experience the dangers of the city. Elena goes on to ex-
press the desire to break free of her sheltered lifestyle, and see more of the world. (Go and See the World)
     
            The pair are suddenly interrupted by the arrival of Attilio, furious at Elena and her actions. Luca inter-
cedes on her behalf and, together, they manage to convince the general to act more leniently towards his 
daughter. He agrees to her visiting the carnival again, with Luca, all the while musing on how much like 
her mother Elena has become. (See Her Again) Elsewhere, the Ottomans prepare for an upcoming war.
     
      The next day, Elena and Luca proceed to explore the carnival, visiting the various stalls and sam-
pling the many entertainments on offer. Growing suspicious, Elena confronts a figure in the crowd, 
soon revealed to be none other than Attilio. Still concerned for his daughter, he had been pursuing 
the pair since they left. The trio continue with the festivities until the general is called away on ur-
gent business to the Doge’s palace, once more leaving Elena and Luca alone. (The Carnival Way)
 
   As the day wanes on, the young couple are approached by a mysterious stranger, Ma-
dame Domani. As a self-confessed seer, she offers Elena and Luca a glimpse into the future. 
Although reluctant at first, they agree and are ushered into the woman’s tent. There, Doma-
ni sinks into a trance and makes a grim prediction for the pair. (Madame Domani’s Prophecy)



       

      Domani breaks out of the trance, seemingly oblivious to the contents of her own prediction. Bid-

ding them farewell, Domani offers them both a set of charms, said to ensure that lovers would always 
be reunited. Luca and Elena, shaken by the woman’s words, leave. They notice that night has drawn 
in and, agreeing to meet the next day, they part. Elena pauses just long enough to give Luca a goodbye 
kiss. Going their separate ways, both begin to address their blossoming feelings for the other. (In a 

Single Moment)

      A proclamation rings out across Venice: The Ottoman empire has declared war and, in response, 
every able-bodied Venetian man is enlisted to fight. Luca, before he is drafted, meets with Elena one 
final time to say goodbye, and promises to return.

     The action suddenly shifts to the battlefield. Panicked and terrified by the carnage surrounding 
him, Luca makes a desperate attempt to flee, only to be stopped by General Attilio. But, before he can 
punish Luca for his cowardice, the Venetians are overrun and they are confronted by the leader of 
the Ottoman forces, General Leandros. Realising who the man is, Attilio gives Luca a final command: 
Run and protect Elena. For a moment it looks as if Luca will stay, but after a final order from Attilio, 
he runs. Alone, Leandros makes a threat towards Attilio’s daughter, baiting him into a fury. The pair 
clash swords but, being younger and stronger, Leandros strikes down the Venetian general, ending 
the war. (The Battle)
 

      Back home, Elena receives a letter from the battlefield, informing her of the death of her father and 
the defeat of Venice.

INTERVAL

SYNOPSIS (cont.)



SYNOPSIS
ACT 2
      The war is long over, and Luca now works as an apprentice in a tailor shop run by Signores Corto 
and Folletto. After dealing with their last customer, the trio are alerted by a commotion in the streets 
outside. They watch as the conquering Ottoman army marches through the streets of Venice, revelling 
in their victory. (We’re the Ottomans)

      Luca is shocked to see that, at the head of the army, and in the arms of General Leandros, is none 
other than Elena. He tells Corto and Folletto everything, including his broken promise to Attilio. The 
two tailors concoct a plan to smuggle Luca into that evening’s upcoming masquerade ball and rescue 
Elena. (Tailor-Made) Elena, now betrothed to General Leandros, laments over what has become of her 
life. (In a Single Moment – Reprise)

      Meanwhile, rather than receive instructions for a new battle, Leandros is ordered by his emperor to 
negotiate Venice’s surrender. It is only through the words of his colonel that the general’s fury is sated. 
Instead, Leandros reluctantly prepares for the ball.

      That evening, suitably disguised, the three tailors manage to sneak into the palace. Eventually, after 
much searching, Luca discovers Elena. In the midst of a waltz, he confesses his identity to her, shocking 
her. The pair embrace, driving Leandros into a jealous rage. 
It is only due to Elena’s quick thinking that Luca and the tailors manage to escape. (The Masquerade, 
Parts 1 and 2) Suspicious of Elena, Leandros orders that she be followed. 

     The next day, Luca and Elena reunite at the carnival where Luca confesses all to her. In spite of his 
admittance, Elena confesses that she still has feelings for him. Emboldened, Luca encourages her to run 
away with him, to which she readily agrees. (Go and See the World – Reprise)

      Little do they realise, the soldier sent to spy on Elena reports the encounter back to Leandros. This 
news, coupled with Venice’s reluctance to submit, send the general into madness. Ignoring his subordi-
nates, Leandros swears vengeance on the couple, promising to kill Luca. (Leandros’ Lament)



    The man confronts Elena but, when he sees Domani’s charm around her neck, loses what little 
restraint he had and murders her in cold blood. (Leandros’ Lament – Reprise)

      After Witnessing the general’s brutality, Elena’s maid escapes through the city, eventually finding 
Luca. The young man, at first excitedly waiting, is crushed when the maid reveals Elena’s fate. Heart-
broken, Luca ponders on what his future holds now that Elena is gone. (What’s in a Memory?)

     Luca is suddenly accosted by Madame Domani, frantically inquiring as to whether he still has his 
charm. When Luca tries to dismiss her, she reveals that there may still be a chance to save Elena. Using 
the charm, Domani summons the spirit of General Attilio. After scolding Luca for not protecting his 
daughter, he reveals that her life can still be saved, but at a cost. She will live, but she will have no 
memories of Luca, or of their time together. Either way, he would lose. Luca agrees without hesitation 
and, after taking Attilio’s hand, the spell is cast. (The Prophecy Fulfilled)

      A year later, Luca has completed his apprenticeship. As he prepares to close the shop, a strange 
woman enters. Luca is shocked to see that she bears a striking resemblance to Elena. After the pair 
share a few words, the woman agrees to return the next day. Just as she is about to leave, the woman 
turns back and says something. Something that, to Luca, suggests that those stolen memories may not 
be lost forever . . . (Finale)

END

SYNOPSIS (cont.)



In such a large project that spans a number of years, there are so many people that need to be thanked - but we 
will try to be brief!

Firstly, thank you to the original workshop cast, orchestra, and incredible tech team who brought this 
to life in 2017. Without you, we would not be here today.

Rob, Katy, Jeremy, Nat, James, Oscar, Matthew, Emma, Will, Rozzi, and Ioanna - you all are amazing. 
Thank you for breathing such life into the characters and giving incredible performances.

Annie and Capital Voices - you all are the epitome of professionalism. Thank you for being such fun 
to work with and for an outstanding performance.

Jae - thank you for your wondrous conducting and spot-on casting recommendations!

Lewis, Jake, and John - thank you for making the music truly shine and for your guidance and ex-
pertise.

Jenny - thank you for being so accomodating and helpful!

Michele and Masterchord Studios - thank you for always being so warm and friendly, providing a 
world-class studio with an inviting atmosphere.

Sam and Mike - thank you for being a source of support and helpful suggestions!

To all our GoFundMe patrons - thank you for helping us reach our goal and your unending support!

And finally, thank you to all those who have listened. We hope that this album takes you on a journey, 
transporting you to that floating city frozen in time, where magic and mystery thrive - under Venetian 
skies.
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